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An unorthodox definition of a black skinned god.   



It was void in the beginning… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



  



Silence before chaos…  



  



Out of the void, gbàm! Comes a skinny, dark and afró haired 

figure. Ha! A god!  





With him, his creations….  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



ABOUT THE PROJECT & PROCESS OF CREATION 

Oh, yes Tribe! Ọmọ dúdú is a classic compilation of three 

cohesive songs – beautiful pieces of art. Sweet melodies 

compelled with sad lyrical content, penned down as I have felt 

them. Impressive use of literal devices. Excellent prose and 

storytelling. To be fair, the project deserves an intense study in 

a well-equipped music laboratory. But we can ignore that part 

for now. 

Ọmọ dúdú is very special to me and it`s not even about it being 

my first solo project. It was while recording this project that I 

had my breakthrough - I knew I had it in me, I could sing, yeah, 

but I was struggling with finding my style, where I fit into. No 

matter how flexible I can be, I still wanted a style, to feel safe 

perhaps. This project gave me that gift. It was a divine 

experience for me. 

Months of being indoor due to Coronavirus pandemic. And It’s 

not as though I’m an extrovert but a different scenario this time 

– I had time plentiful. The first half of my quarantine period was 

spent at home, in my blue colored room; I was channeling my 

energy into art all those periods. I made a couple of excellent 

arts; sacred nights; I’d get naked, play a very dark and blue song 

then, I’d dance slowly in the middle of the night, nigh me bed, 

connecting with forces unseen around me, always like a trance, 

so intense that I’d start growing goosebumps and feel myself 

floating. But yeah, that is the ritual. I do them just before I start 

painting.  



It was just a random day, painting in my room as usual, then I 

got a message from Phyl, said he was around, in the red room 

(CULTURE studio, sort of). I understood the message. I made 

plans to return back to school during the lockdown, told Pa and 

Ma a couple lies cause the truth was never what they wanted 

to hear. It was a bit of a battle before I was allowed to leave 

home. They were adamant about me not going but I was more 

of a goat than they were. 

I got back to me hostel, cleaned me room and took me a long 

shower. After which I sprawled flat on me bed. I was to go to 

the red room the next day. And I had no idea what it was I was 

going to record but I was excited and I felt ready and I guess 

that was all that matters. It was a night engulfed in anticipation 

which made it very long. I finally slept and dawn appeared 

eventually; its was around four in the morning. I have this 

devotion thing I do – I listen to music from 4:00am till 6:00am, 

alongside with me is me blunt and sachet of water, sometimes 

good food too, peradventure I cook me some food the night 

before.  

I did what I had to do and got ready to go to the studio. I`d 

contemplated walking to the red room or taking a bike; 

something a broke bloke would do, it`s called economizing. I 

had three thousand naira with me and I was to manage that for 

as long as I would stay in school but lucky me more monies 

came in sha. I ended up walking to the studio, probably 

because I`d walked halfway already. When I got to the red 



room, I knocked--I can`t remember vividly who came to open 

the door for me – if it was Bisi Kuti or Phyl. But it was all warm 

greetings. We were all happy to see each other again. There 

were other guys in the room; Ayanfe and one other weird 

looking guy. Sativa leaves were served, soda too. Laughter and 

stillness.  

After hours of stillness and psychedelic trips, Phyl called me. I 

knew it was time to do what I’m best at, I’d already seen him 

open FL studio program on his laptop. And yeah, he started 

making `em beats, putting `em kicks. To be honest, I know 

nothing about beat making but yeah, I know sound, I know 

what I hear. I started vibing to the beat with my baritone hum 

whilst Phyl moving his head back and forth as he struck the 

piano with a blunt hanging between his lips and sometimes, he 

flings it and staple it behind one of his ears. 

We made the song Benediction of a Drunk first. I extracted the 

lyrics of the song from a prose I wrote months prior to that 

time. Sang it to the beat, Phyl liked it, I liked it, so did Bisi and 

Ayanfe. I finished recording the song in two takes. It was 

perfect, simple and melodious and it also spoke my emotions 

well. It was at that moment after recording the song and 

listening to it that I started feeling a change within me, I was 

high, yes. But this was different, it was divine. It was an 

experience of my third eye opening, I felt different, felt like a 

god which I have always been and for the first time it became 



easier for me, like I done mastered the art excellently well. I 

shall cherish that moment forever. 

Probably because we finished Benediction of a Drunk within a 

short period of time, Phyl started making another beat. I was so 

happy, I got me pen ready again. This time I was a little serious 

and I wasn’t vibing out, I was focused with me writing, blowing 

trees too. Phyl got bored and he asked that I come give him 

vibes. I smiled and got back to me writing. It was the song Ọmọ 

dúdú I was writing. When I finished me writing, I moved closer 

to Phyl and sang what I have written. He told me to record it 

ASAP. I recorded it but I wasn’t satisfied with the hook, he 

didn’t talk about it too. Then he said we`d continue the next 

day. 

We were hungry and we decided to step out to buy food. We 

bought beans and bread, dódó too. We ate and talked about 

the situation of the country – it was at the time of COVID and 

END SARS protest. We smoked some more weed and vibes, 

vibes, vibes. 

 

*** 

 

The second day, I was quick to do my routine as there was light, 

which meant studio session was possible. Took care of me body 

and headed out. When I reached the studio, Phyl told me about 

not liking the hook and I agreed too, after all, I wasn`t so 



comfortable with it. I sat down for some minutes and wrote 

another hook and yes, I guess you have heard it, the sweet 

melodies of Ọmọ dúdú.  

I recorded the last song off the tape – Song in Dystopia – that 

same day. I recorded only the hook and recorded a verse the 

day that followed. I couldn`t finish the second verse and 

decided to leave it for a feature and lucky me, I met 

Moonbather. I saw her post on a friend’s story on Instagram 

and decided to check her page out and it was quite impressive. 

At first I had no idea she was an artiste too but her bio spoke 

for her, “A failed musician”, and that actually got me as I was 

fascinated by it. The link to her song was also on her bio and I 

clicked it, loved it at first listen. I remember entering her DM 

dramatically, I was like, “do you believe there is spectrum 

hiding in the dark and it only takes the light to see it?” And she 

was like, “LOL, that’s a very dramatic way to start a 

conversation.” Anyway, we had a good chat and one night I 

sent her the song sample, she listened, then told me to mail the 

song, which I did. Few hours later she emailed back her verse 

and yo! It was beautiful.   

 

*****  

 

And you know, people have helped define my music, talking 

about how sad my songs are, and how it is meant for some 



particular set of people. You know, I can’t deny the fact that my 

songs are mostly sad but I can only help understand that 

whatever emotion I put in me song is what I’m feeling at that 

moment, and I’m mostly blue.  



  



TRACK ONE 

 

 

ỌMỌ DÚDÚ -Blvck Topia 

 

The Ọmọ dúdú song narrates my fantasy about people coming 

to notice my creation and wonderfully creating a space in their 

head to build up a perception for whatever piece of mine they 

have explored or seen, and getting more and more interested 

in my creations.  

In the song I urged people to come see me, come see a fool. A 

fool who is tired of his miserable life. Telling the world that I am 

not an actor; I do not do what I do for jokes. Letting the world 

know that I am not finding pleasure in walking under the sun 

like a cursed fellow. Its not totally bad as it sounds but 

sometimes, I just sit to reminisce the life which I live; eating 

junks, drinking and smoking every day.  

I went on questioning the forces of the universe, “wetin dey 

happen? Wetin dey shẹlẹ gan gan? Why me dey live with no 

alignment? Why me dey struggle like say me don ment?” 

In pain again, I cried out, “tell everybody, Ọmọ dúdú don come 

again. Tell everybody, to come and dance to my rhythm.” 



The second verse was me trying to showcase my hyped flair but 

unfortunately for me, I couldn’t prove myself; I told a 

fragmentary story and realizing it quick, I decided to put the 

onus – stylishly – on my drummer (Phyl, whom I gave the name 

Odenigbo) and the trumpet guy too; “tah! Ọdenigbo. Today is 

not, for gbẹdú o. Give the drum a salty sound please. The 

trumpet a redefine melancholy sound.”  

It was a case of turning water to wine. Singing my pain but 

melodiously. And by that, what I mean is that my pain is what 

inspires my creation, at least for now. And I needed something 

more in return. Perhaps, the fame and monies that comes with 

being extraordinary.  

Ọmọ dúdú is a cry to the people.  

 

(VERSE ONE) 

Ahn-ahn Producer Wa 

A fool  

Everybody gather around  

A fool is around  

Look at me everybody 

Ah, ah, ah, ah  

 

(HOOK) 



I`m not an actor  

I don`t act a script  

Just that, I’ve been, 

I`ve been eating junks 

Drinking and smoking cigarettes  

Suicidal  

 

(BRIDGE) 

Wetin dey happen? 

Wetin dey shẹlẹ? 

Why me dey live with no alignment?  

Why me dey struggle like say me don ment?  

Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah  

 

(CHORUS) 

Tell everybody Ọmọ dúdú don come again  

Tell everybody to come and dance to my rhythm  

Tell everybody Ọmọ dúdú don come again  

Tell everybody to come and dance to my rhythm  

 



(VERSE TWO) 

The cock and bull tale  

I`m telling stories  

Story of the sage  

With a lil bit range  

Tah! Ọdenigbo  

Today is not, for gbẹdú o 

Give the drum a salty sound please  

The trumpet a redefine melancholy sound 

Biko, I am feeling a bit funky tonight 

Funky tonight  

And dizzy tonight   

 

(HOOK) 

I`m not an actor  

I don`t act a script  

Just that, I’ve been, 

I`ve been eating junks 

Drinking and smoking cigarettes  

Suicidal  



 

(BRIDGE) 

Wetin dey happen? 

Wetin dey shẹlẹ? 

Why me dey live with no alignment? 

Why me dey struggle like say me don ment?  

Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah  

 

(CHORUS) 

Tell everybody Ọmọ dúdú don come again  

Tell everybody to come and dance to my rhythm  

Tell everybody Ọmọ dúdú don come again  

Tell everybody to come and dance to my rhythm  

 

 

  



TRACK TWO 

 

 

BENEDICTION OF A DRUNK -Blvck Topia  

 

Benediction of a drunk is a colorful song. And like I said earlier, 

the song was extracted from a prose I wrote months prior to 

the time I recorded it, and the prose goes thus; 

Koloko koloko koloko koloko 

Kereke kereke kereke kereke 

Ye! 

Àbí make I go my native land 

Go sing in my mother’s tang 

Song wey dem kúkú sing for me na curse 

Say na this alcohol go shut my voice 

But me, me, I sing for love 

I sing about the struggles of the poor 

Sing for the rich, ditch all them wrongs 

I sing for the handsome thief wey dem tie for pole 

Sing for them agberos wey dey work from dawn to dusk 



Sweet melodies for the beggars wey dey front of mosque 

I even sing for Sambo wey dey pick metal around 

Naso I sing for the governor wey dey carry calabash put for 

ground 

I sing for politician, con shake head for the mèkúnù 

Sing for the man wey dey always smile con turn fruit for tree 

I dey sing ugly but e dey come out like splash 

I sing about how the light dey rob the dark and the people talk 

say im do right 

I sing for the people, about the people, only say them dumb 

Those wey dey chop for canteen like dog, say make bone no go 

choke dem for throat or gallbladder splash for dem tongue 

Them women wey dey wear burka, say make dem no fall for 

gutter like drunken bloke 

Those pot belly faggots, make dem stomach no sublime like 

block 

Those wey they gossip, na for their mouth you go hear say 

teacher pikin fart 

As some dey go, more dey come 

Some dey sell, others dey buy 

But for here, you no fit buy life just survival oh 



I sing for everybody, if you wan hear come the land of the sun, 

no go find me for church oh 

I sing song so tey I forget sing for myself. 

There is a feeling of abstract painting to the song. It`s a perfect 

piece but there is an uncompleted feeling, you could feel it 

interfering with the perfected feeling. I feel like an abstract art 

major would love the song sha.  

A smudge of emotions – undiluted emotions. I will let the song 

speak for herself.  

 

(VERSE ONE) 

Oh lord I don come 

To tell you all my pains 

Sometimes ah go wan die  

Sometimes ah go wan live  

Sometimes ah go dey craze 

Angels singing halle 

Demons dancing ajé 

Olohun gbọ ah no finesse  

 

(HOOK) 

Kolokokokokokoko 



Kerekekekekekeke 

Abi make I go my native land?  

Go sing in my mother tang  

Dem kuku don curse me gan  

I sing for love  

I sing for poor o  

I sing for rich  

I ditch dem wrongs o 

I sing for thief dem tie for road o  

 

(VERSE TWO) 

Oh, oh, oh  

Agbero wey dey work from dawn  

E reach dusk e never tire  

Sweet melodies  

I sing for beggar wey dey church  

Sambo wey dey pick  

Metal dadadada 

Painter ati oda  

 



Oh lord give us peace  

Things wey eyes don see  

Me know say me no holy 

But how will I survive this? 

If ah no do me wrongs? 

If ah no paint me blood? 

Benediction of a drunk  

Benediction of a god   

 

 (HOOK) 

Kolokokokokokoko 

Kerekekekekekeke 

Abi make I go my native land?  

Go sing in my mother tang  

Dem kuku don curse me gan  

I sing for love  

I sing for poor o  

I sing for rich  

I ditch dem wrongs o 

I sing for thief dem tie for road o  



TRACK THREE 

 

 

SONG IN DYSTOPIA -Blvck Topia (feat. Moonbather)  

 

We live in a chaotic world, although beautiful. I being a broken 

god, filled with a lot of anger, sadness, darkness, resentment 

and confusion, for once cried to forces greater than I; seeking a 

way to find Utopia in Dystopia. Asking whoever to tell me how 

to find peace? How can I live bliss? Kvetched about falling down 

every time I tried to stand up. I went to miles of studying the 

holy book and sang about how I felt about the Christian God. 

 Enjoy the textured sound! 

 

(VERSE ONE) 

So, tell me  

So, tell me  

How can I find peace? 

So, tell me  

So, tell me  

How can I live bliss?  



I`ve been down for so long  

I`ve been falling down  

Ah be reading bible 

Ah be doubting you lord  

 

(HOOK) 

Ah be all alone  

In my little room  

Ah be on my knees  

Praying to the lord  

Please don`t condemn me  

I`ve been through a lot  

Everything is blurry  

You be dying bro  

 

I`m in a closure  

A closure like wall  

I`m in a jungle 

A jungle with rules 

Acting stronger 



Hide the weakness 

Walking around  

Sometimes running   

 

Abi, they don`t know,  

That life is mazy? 

We suffering smiling  

We talk say we good 

Acting stronger  

Hide the weakness 

 

(VERSE TWO) 

I be all alone  

Praying to the heavens  

What did I do wrong? 

I`m sick of all these questions  

No answers 

I`m tired, this anger  

I`m fading faster 

Faster!!!! 



God close this chapter  

Chapter!!! 

 

(HOOK) 

Ah be all alone  

In my little room  

Ah be on my knees  

Praying to the lord  

Please don`t condemn me  

I`ve been through a lot  

Everything is blurry  

You be dying bro  

 

I`m in a closure  

A closure like wall  

I`m in a jungle 

A jungle with rules 

Acting stronger 

Hide the weakness 

Walking around  



Sometimes running   

 

Abi, they don`t know  

That life is mazy  

We suffering smiling  

We talk say we good 

Acting stronger  

Hide the weakness 

  



  



 

THE ỌMỌ DÚDÚ YARN 

I…I. 

I don’t remember any of their faces, they were all like masked 

faces corymb together in a frame. 

I swear on my mother’s breast there exist not a memory of 

their names in my dome, all faded away with hatred like 

darkness in a sparkling light. 

But yes, yes, I remember seeing fingers all pointing at me like 

spikes, each nearly took a poke into my eye. 

Yes! I remember, I remember those yellowish, broken, 

scattered and rotten teeth grinning at me, then I... I propelled 

by anger I would wish I could tell each one of them how 

malodorous their breathe smells, but then, I’m the jumbo joke 

they laugh to. 

How can I forget their voices, their murmurings, howling like a 

ghoul, the words spelt out of their profane mouth. They named 

me on the day far past my naming ceremony day. 

They said to themselves, “look, look at that black boy, his name 

is "burnt” meaning forgotten in the marker’s oven. 

(smiles) 

Well, I won’t dispute with them, at least not the living me, my 

creation is but a mystery to mankind, I rather leave them to 

their censor. 



I never in a timeline observe their complexion but now it occurs 

to me that I was and I’m the darkest of them all, yes, I’m the 

black gourd between brown ones. 

I remember the expression worn on their masked faces 

preaching disgusting, irritating and hatred, and hate was all I 

learned from the wrinkles of their gaze. 

Trust me, I hate attention but this complexion is done rattling 

everyone’s cage.  

I remember those brown African kids saying to themselves, 

“how come he is black like that? Black like soot” then I’d say to 

myself, isn’t a black plum as sweet as a white one? 

Those exaggerations that kept me timid and low, caged me in a 

box of, “I’m different” so I was actually. 

I remember those laughter that led me to the path of 

cowardliness and resentment of my maker. 

Burnt! They would scream, and out of anger and hate I’d smile 

like I enjoyed it but I was lying, I wanna skin them in a wide 

blazing fire like a deer and eat them. 

But just before the knowing, nigh to the knowing, that the 

more you embrace the names they call you the glaring the 

beauty in the ugliness appear. 

Perhaps, I’m what they say I am. I am the black art wrapped in 

the scarf of the name they call me, burnt! And now I say, I’m a 



black man, a skeleton engulf in meats and leather mold out of 

loamy soil formed inside a matrix. 

Hey! I’m Mr. black man not aspiring to tear of his black skin and 

wear a white.  

Oh bully, your errs are blessed, I can’t but say you have freed 

the beauty in this helpless black artwork with a black shadow.  

Years have danced away and I have learnt the art of loving my 

color, my complexion! 

I walked out of the flames of my burnt intimidation and as I 

stepped to light, pupils capturing me can’t but admit that I’m 

an epitome of God’s handiwork living on scintilla of a sacred 

breath. 

I’m a black art, an ugly one! 

Black! My pride! 

 

 

 

 

 

  



ỌMỌ  

DÚDÚ  

GALLERY 

 

 
  

 



 



  



  



  



  



  



  



  





  



  



  



 







  



 

 



  



  









  



 



When a fool grabs a 

pen 

 



SON OF THE CURSED & THE ROSE 

Oh roses, I write for roses 

 

Frail roses, I write for roses 

 

Brandy, I drank it all 

 

Perhaps, this soberness will be gone 

 

So, yesterday I committed a murder 

 

I danced pink, then danced blue 

 

I murdered a flower, took a rose from her mother 

 

Engulfed the guilt with a smile on my face 

 

Oh, my lover 

 

Your love turned me into Lucifer in the burning flame 



 

At the sunset, I ripped the helpless rose off her mother’s arm 

 

Milk dripped off her, cry of a mother 

 

A priest of pain I was to the flower’s mother 

 

Took the joy of another, gave it to my lover 

 

Where is my Jesus spirit? 

 

I need to go back to the genesis 

 

I’m scared to face my nemesis 

 

I will drop a petal 

 

Also give the anther 

 

I pray fate mate them together 

 



So, my daimon can lead my footstep to the fifth line 

 

I am human, a cursed one 

 

Oh roses, I write for roses 

 

Dead roses, I write for you  



  



ADULTS THINK SAY THEM WISE  

Oore! Oore! Come hear. Papa and uncle Òjó are out doing the 

norms but it seems like today's will be unorthodox. 

 

(Both knelt on the cushion nigh the window as they listened 

carefully to the grownups) 

 

Òjó, hmmm, thousands of mystical thoughts indulge in my 

head. I wonder what will be the comes and go of the future 

generations, cause this century we are in, the age of 

technology, I must say, is becoming more of harm than good if 

we look at it closely with the third eye. 

 

Hmm! Ègbón mi, words you have said, but bandy words for 

them obodo oyinbo people. I rather call it a dead age instead of 

technology age. Even the sand of the ground can feel too much 

kisses on her, the atmosphere can tell how much pollution she 

has suffered this passed years, not to talk of the walls, how 

much she has heard, how much she must’ve seen, hmm. 

 

Come to think of it, Ègbón mi, this is the moment we open the 

chapter of our flaws. Don’t you notice that the heritage of our 

fathers is been eaten by vultures. Chai! This is havoc oh. 

America’s Voodoos and jagoons has become an Agbádá for our 



children of nowadays that they put it on with pride full 

shoulders and our ancestor’s culture is fading away day by day, 

all thanks to art that’s keeping it breathing, hmm, it’s a rough 

and tumble situation, may elédùmárè forgive and pardon us oh. 

 

Òjó, truth and sense I find in thy words, I guess you see eye to 

eye with me. Reminds me of the times when we do sit with our 

brothers and papá under the ongé tree – at night, eating inside 

the handmade black kòkò and not the cancerous steel pot we 

use in this century, hearing tales from father, with the moon, 

bright as the sun. Life was good. Not the movie we watch now, 

full of arts of war and destruction. 

 

(Poured some palm wine from the gourd into the calabash, and 

drank) 

  

Hmmm, nothing tastes better as the palmwine in the orange 

evening with convo of how to change the world to the void, not 

the mishap enjoyment of this age, clubbing, drinking alcohol 

that steals away the sixth sense and make a man stagger back 

home late night, so intoxicated. 

 

(Both laughed) 

 



Hmm, my brother, there’s more to our wonderment. You ever 

wonder why our forefathers lived a hundred and more years on 

earth? Depending on herbs for cure when they are ill. Come to 

think of it, my brother, it’s like we’re been controlled with 

remote, any slight illnesses we jump into the faith of white 

chalks (drugs) without considering the “little by little” killing 

aftereffect. Hmm mmm, no wonder why our people barely 

clock seventy these days. 

 

Àbi, Ègbón mi? 

 

Òjó, all well said jàre, but who’s to take the blame if not us, 

adults, who refuse to pass our father’s heritage through linage. 

We didn’t learn much from our fathers and the little knowledge 

we’ve got we did not share with the kids, we only send them to 

schools and pay bills. Secret is one thing that made us dark to 

our children that they can’t see clearly, not to talk of picking 

our brain… We adult shou... (Ìyábò cuts in.) 

 

Hmmm…My husbands, you and gossip around the corners, 

later you will start kvetching, saying that women talk a lot, even 

your sweet talks have glued the kids to the wall of the window, 

(all laughed) Well, my two husbands, food is ready, time to eat. 

 



Ìyàwó wa, thank you. Food is one thing we can’t ignore…. 

 



  



WAS IT MEANT TO BE? 

(Hysteric laughter) 

 

Where is my bicycle? 

 

Where is it? 

 

Oh, my flat tyre bicycle. Where hide you? 

 

Ahn-ahn—there you are, my good old buddy (sobs) 

 

We are going to be rich, very soon (nods) … very, very soon  

 

I have found it! Ha! 

 

(Dances in a chaos manner but slowly) 

 

Yes! What the oracle requested for—the sacrifice 



 

Ha, ha, ha! The gods are on our side now… Mm mm 

 

Who would have thought my going to Osé river was a blessing? 

A big one, imagine… 

 

I was just about to pick up the bane, sweeping the flowing 

water with my fingers hoping I’d find a satisfactory place to 

drown…then I saw this basket—dancing—in the middle of the 

river 

 

Haha! Apèrè njó… I have seen many things dance across this 

river, is it the beautiful dame of three days ago with huge 

breasts; big bumbum half immersed in the water, or the branch 

of the ìrókò tree dancing tango with pure-water nylon 

 

Oh, what in wonder’s name. I went for it 

 

Gbam! A baby boy, ha! 

 



Just yesterday, when I went to the shrine to see the ifá priest 

 

Baba said I should go bring a human, in fact a baby. Flesh and 

blood! Ha! “This one is hard oh,” I thought 

 

I’d thought of big things I’d get by all means like, elephant’s tail 

or alligator’s belly but now baba said the gods demand for a 

baby. It’s not as if its scarce; what the gods are asking for is my 

conscience, mm-mmh… 

 

Ha! Ha! Ha! I found the flesh and blood anyway. The gods are 

on my side, finally 

 

This life of walking down Igbodo with bathroom slippers and 

hands in my Ankara Short’s pockets, looking down and having 

dreams that will never come true, is come to an end 

 

The people, ha! See, I won’t even worry whether or not they 

would understand the choice I have made 

 



I will treat them like the humans they are; not the gods they are 

not but claim 

 

After all, only Creator and I understand the feeling of being 

dead but alive or alive but dead… (hisses) na them sabi jare 

 

So, leave me, leave me to my delusional mind, I do not have to 

think straight, not today, at least 

 

The feeling of this moment is that that I have always felt for 

long, the feeling of not seeing anyone in a gathering of ten 

thousand 

 

But this is different o 

 

I feel like dancing 

 

I feel like a god, ehn; like Òrìsà, like Sàngó 

 

See me turn sorrow into a piece of art 



 

And elédùmárè has blessed me with a gift, a life in particular 

 

Ha, ha! I must be the chosen one, after all these years 

 

I hope I don’t be late to the shrine 

 

As this kèké (bicycle) has a bad tyre plus no breaks 

 

And what type of turbulent water caused this road so much 

grief? Potholes everywhere 

 

I don’t want to be late and be told that Baba has gone home 

and the gods are speaking but no one is hearing 

 

I am ready Baba, to pay the cost served the other day, blood 

and flesh 

 

I want to be alive for once 



 

I have been serving a G-d with plenty patience for long but now 

all I need is a god that will give beautifully and bountifully in a 

rush 

 

Imagine, that G-d of patience; he made the good die young and 

evil live long perhaps, for a redemption? Tah! Miss me with that 

bullshit! 

 

He even watched the people rise up in anger for cold war 

 

All hailing prince dagger, son of cold blood 

 

Shouting; the corrupt governor must face her wrath 

 

His stone-cold heart their blades must explore 

 

But, this G-d of patience is a just one, he protects us all, they 

say 

 



He purged teargas amongst the people just to save the 

governor that ride the slummy road without tossing a coin 

 

So, I too must get rich. Leave me to my delusions, I am thinking 

perfect 

 

(reached the shrine, eventually) 

 

Baba! Baba! Baba oh! 

 

Ah Uju, there you are 

 

Haha. Why are you crying? Erm, where is baba? (Smiling) 

 

I have brought the sacrifice, yes, the baby. I am here with it. It’s 

a very handsome one sef 

 

(Uju cries louder) 

 



`Ha! Baba is gone ooo! ` 

 

Gone where? Answer me, dummy! 

 

`Baba is dead…`  

 

(silence prevailed for a minute) 

 

Ah, ah! What? What are you saying? Dead báwo? 

 

No! No Uju, that can’t be, tell me it’s a lie. Baba is sleeping, 

hurry up and go wake him 

 

Ah! Ah! Ah! 

 

(Stammers) I, I, I…. I have the sacri…the sacrifice, what are you 

now saying? 

 

How will he now die? Withaaaa… 



 

I have just been brought out the tunnel a while ago 

 

My paralyzed and numb state 

 

My lost and blurry life 

 

So, what are you now saying? That Baba is... 

 

Ah! This must be a bad dream. Uju, please give me a hot slap so 

I shall wake 

 

Àbí, I am just going to wait. Baba will wake up soon 

 

Ha! This must be the work of G-d of patience 

 

Ha, ha, ha! What have I done to you?! 

 

…. 



  



ARTFUL TALKATIVE 

Èkúnréréayò… 

Hmm. Come, come, let me tell you a tale 

An ugly tale. Ugly as the word sin 

You must know that beautiful tales are full of lies or do you not 

know? 

But the truth ehn, she will always find her way like tears in the 

eyes of a man pretending to be in cloud nine. Sigh, the tears 

won’t blind him now, will it? No! Then he should shed it! 

Tuts. But a crying man might be half blind, for all he sees are his 

sorrows laid down 

But Èkúnréréayò, ha, ha, your face doesn’t look fine, what is 

wrong? 

Oh, oh, you must think I was going to tell you a story, ha, ha, lol 

Biko, I’m no storyteller. I’m just a man like you; a wanderer in a 

path of many colors but covered in blue 

It’s just that you are a man of few words so I thought if I make 

you a meal without you seeing the smoke you might drink my 

soup made from bone’s sweat. Foolish me, foolish me 

Well, I probably have a story to tell to you, you never can tell. If 

you listen though you will hear the unheard 



Oh yes! Where did I dump my brains before? I do have a story 

A story about a warrior boy who sang melodiously to the ugly 

stars whom no eyes looked. What’s a star without no eye to 

look? So, whenever they visit his hometown at night, he sings 

for them through their lonely night 

His story, I think I wrote in a stripped brown paper under the 

impelled clouds. I must have kept it in my ripped vintage jean, 

yes 

You won’t believe this boy lived years believing nothing in this 

array of reality is free. “Even death asked for a price, a life for 

an afterlife. Ha, ha greedy us. We will have to pay anyway so I 

won’t bother talking you fools out,” he said 

A warrior he was truly, as he called himself. Believe me you, 

you need not a raven to whisper to your ears that he was a true 

warrior for he’s walked down Nile and made it back alive 

I used to paint him true warrior as he watches the clock tick just 

like a grim reaper, sadly, he blinked and slept off. Just then, my 

brush broke on the colored canvas 

I wonder, though, I wonder, does a fighter sleep at war or fight 

and ask for more? Doesn’t he know that life is war herself? 

A warrior? Biko, the definition, help me perceive 



The night had gone, the dawn rose, he woke to a beautiful 

bright day, but he missed watching the dark sky turned blue, 

sad, what’s more beautiful than what everyone else misses 

He woke and yawned like a gink, a warrior indeed, the 

ignoramus 

And truly, for a man that opens his buccal wide is life, life is for 

all. Yes! Life suffices 

Though wise, foolishness always sneaks. Death, sometimes he 

seeks 

But he was just a scared animal. You could tell, you could tell if 

you look closely. Most times he wakes from his sleep fighting to 

grasp back his breathe when death poked him in his dream 

(Sobs) 

Well, everyone has a death robe they say, but we all want a fine 

one just to realize it’s all are the same 

He died by his own knife while trying to prove to the village 

priest that he was no clay molded by some mystic being called 

God 

So, he picked up his fine sharped knife fearlessly and pierced 

his chest to see what was underneath 

Red hot liquid squirted out his cut 



He must be a special one though, like Lamurúdu  

He didn’t die at instant but instead he smiled, touched his 

blood and tasted it and said, “hmm, it is tasteless” but licked his 

knife and gasped, he bled to death 

It was his friend Òbí, yes Òbí the Carpenter’s son, who took his 

corpse on his bicycle and rode down miles and tossed his body 

into the river, the Osè river 

The fishes there must have fed on his intestines and left his 

bones to drown 

A true warrior raised by a village he was but ignorance must be 

so blissful as they say hmm… 

Sadness is upon me… 

(Stares at the sky) 

Hmm, the half-moon is out already. I shall then be like you, 

Èkúnréréayò, a man of few words… 

Good night…. 



  



 

Hmm, Tribe, there is no end to this, only continuation but 

go now, go filtrate that which is for you and meditate on 

it…I do not care if you are inspired or not but I hope this 

is no waste of your precious time. 
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THANK YOU FOR INVESTING IN MY MUSIC. YOU ARE A 

TRUE UTOPIAN! I LOVE YOU 



 


